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Outline
• Characterising the problem
• Institutional cultures and the ways in which
we understand the learning needs of our
students
• Curriculum development that supports
learning
• The experience at Sol Plaatje University

Characteristics of the Problem
• The persistent over-representation of poor
and Black students in the qualification
completion rates of our students
• For the cohort of students that do graduate,
the persistent under-representation of poor
and Black students in the upper academic
performance levels – those most likely to
proceed to postgraduate studies

Institutional Culture and Impacts
on Student Learning
• Acknowledging the learning context and
epistemology with which our students arrive
• Ways of knowing – educating rather than
captivating our students
• Engaging student interest in the ‘world of ideas’
rather than a purely utilitarian view of education
• Changing character of residences as learning
spaces
• Curriculum development and assessment culture
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Two Important Teaching
Questions
• If content knowledge is so ubiquitously
available, what case do we make for asking
our students to participate in our classes?
• How do we respond to the very real
possibility that one of the reasons for our
students’ poor academic performance is that
we did not teach them properly?
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An example of a competency coherence
matrix
Course
Code

CHEM180
CIVN101
CIVN102
CIVN104
MATH180
PHYS180
PHYS181
APPM280
CIVN204
CIVN208
CIVN219
CIVN222
CIVN223
MATH280
MINN250
CIVN303
CIVN304
CIVN305
CIVN308
CIVN318
CIVN327
CIVN328
CIVN408
CIVN409
CIVN412
CIVN414
CIVN418
CIVN420
CIVN421

Course Name

Chemistry I
Civil Eng & Development
Engineering Computing
Engineering Skills
Mathematics I
Physics I
Mechanics
Applied Mathematics IIA
Earth Materials & Process
Intro to Env. Engineering
Materials & Structures
Eng. Planning & Design
Numrcal Methods & Stats
Mathematics II
Surveying for Engineers
Structural Design
Construction Materials I
Hydraulic Engineering I
Structural Engineering I
Geotechnical Eng. I
Infrastructure Mngmnt
Infrastructure Planning
Construction Materials II
Hydraulic Engineering II
Structural Engineering II
Civil Eng Design III
Geotechnical Eng. II
Investigational Project
Integrtd Resource Mngmnt
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Some benefits of this approach
• Learning development of students is mapped
across the whole curriculum – rather than one
course at a time
• Individual academics become accountable to the
“community of teachers” who contribute to the
programme
• Expectations of each course are clear and one can
better predict the implications of changes or
amendments curriculum changes

Some thoughts on the “Second
Curriculum”
• This is the learning that takes place at university but
outside of formal course-based learning – seminars,
debates, cultural events, etc.
• Influenced by the “institutional culture” of the
university – ALL engagements between students and
University
• Can be directed to enhance learning
• Does require teaching staff to be aware of activities
and to encourage students to participate
• Issues can sometimes blend with the first curriculum

Strategic guides for development of
academic profile at Sol Plaatje University
• First consolidate and become known as a good
undergraduate teaching institution
• Avoid bridging or foundation programmes
• Develop academic staff understanding of T&L issues and
support needs of students
• Hold academic staff accountable for poor course-pass
performance
• Build knowledge partnerships for urban and provincial
development that grow teaching and research contributions

Academic Policies and Practices
• Values-driven and focused on supporting and
facilitating learning
• Pedagogically defensible rules relating to admission,
performance and progression
• SRC participation in development of rules
• Consistently applied but with empathy for individual
cases
• No formal teaching on a Wednesday afternoon
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Developing Teaching Competence
• Focused teaching development seminars,
symposia and workshops with academics
• Allocations of teaching development grant
funding for initiatives at the School level
• Support and encourage participation in
national initiatives on teaching
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Teaching and learning infrastructure
• All campus spaces have good quality wireless
access
• Pedagogy takes for granted that all students have a
laptop computer – bursary implications!
• SPU is committed to the tutorial-based approach
to teaching
• Library study area open 24/7
• Residences are primarily learning spaces
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Thank you for your attention

